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With the Eighth Army, Saturday 11 a.m.

We have now been some thirty hours on the mainland of Italy and the

available evidence seems to suggest that no serious effort is being made by the

Germans to hold the toe of Calabria, We are now firmly consolidating from San

Giovanni to Reggio a nine mile stretch and have pushed steadily forward, already

it is possible to notice one remarkable feature in which the advance differs

from the’ Sicilian campaign. There is so far a total absence of any indications

of mines, road demolitions or blown bridges those three "sappers nightmares" of

Sicily and North Africa.

It is not that the enemy did not have tine to effect these demolitions

nor is there any supporting evidence suggesting German shortage of engineers.

But roods are not being mined and bridges are not being blown.

One German straggler was picked up yesterday and three German graves have

been found near Reggio dated September 1, but we have not yet established anythin,

that can be called contact with enemy forces at any point though at the northern

end of/line a machine-gun post was giving a little trouble yesterday evening,

one

We dont yet know where Germans intend to stand or to what degree the stand

will be merely in nature of delaying action though the rugged mountains of

Aspromonte where Garibaldi once met with misfortune provide plenty of points for

holding actions and ambushes.

There has been little enemy air activity since yesterday morning.

Occasional fighter-bombers have carried out desultory hit and run raids.

Meanwhile we ore getting busily to work consolidating our air supremacy.

The fighter airfield at Reggio had suffered severely from our bombing and

subsequent cratering by Germans (their only piece of demolition in this

neighbourhood.
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